
Bonnie Springs NCR Settlement Mode Full Story 

Synopsis 

After the events of the First Battle at Hoover Dam, the New California Republic initiated a 

settlement program designed to ensure the people of the Mojave that the NCR is the one and 

only choice as a democratic power to support and rule New Vegas. This was done to ensure 

the NCR could cover as much land as possible and enlist new blood into the military within 

these pocket settlements, without straining resources and power from the primary goal of 

protecting the Hoover Dam. 

It provided a positive front as to dissuade any misgivings or past injustices that the NCR may 

or may not have caused. These settlements could guarantee a citizen class above the life of a 

wandering Wastelander, who may want to live in a protected neighbourhood with an elected 

mayor to oversee the settlements politics and ensure order in community be an example of 

modern values. 

The process of establishing a new settlement goes as follow: 

• NCR patrols scout the Mojave to take notes on locations that could be settlement. 

• These potential locations are then filed in an assessment document to be given to 

nearby NCR outposts or Station occupation. The files are reviewed by administrative 

staff who will check over observation notes, landmark layout, potential tactical set up 

of defences and cross reference events that took place at the location. 

• If location is deemed too hazardous, vulnerable to enemy attacks, difficult to reach by 

trade groups or considered too taxing to make it habitable, these locations are branded 

as ‘Not suitable for settlement program’.  

• However, if they are deemed of considerable value to the program, then the location is 

marked as a priority objective for a selected squad to capture. 

• Once they arrive at the location, they’ll check to see if there aren’t any squatters, 

residents, traps or enemy targets. It’s up to the Patrol squad on how to deal with the 

situation, so long as they don’t kill unarmed civilians and ensure the site is safe for the 

settlement to begin. 

Bonnie Springs was a desolate ghost town that was slowly eroding by disuse, save for 

traveling Wastelanders who squat in the buildings from long journeys. Other times there are 

Cazador groups making a nest as territory to produce new offspring, or Raider gangs using 

the site as chem farm or unspeakable acts of immorality. When the NCR Patrol arrived at the 

ghost town, they were faced against the Viper gang, who settled in the town as their own base 

of operations for some weeks now. The battle was swift as the NCR Patrol took down all of 

the raiders, though a few troopers were wounded from the firefight. 

Once the town was in NCR control, one of the troopers went off to the nearest NCR outpost 

to inform HQ that the site is secured. Then a second patrol travelled to Bonnie Springs along 

with supplies, material and essential items carried by Brahmin caravans. Civilians will follow 

too as the first settlers of the town to farm, trade, repair, guard and grow the settlement. 

When they all arrived at Bonnie Springs, the civilians started work repairing a few buildings 

or build entirely new houses from scratch. Soon the essentials of starting the settlement are 

built including a store, electric supply, Maintenance shed, listening post, the mayor’s office, 

farming land tenancy, water supply and a nearby guard post. 
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Map of Bonnie Springs 2 months since established. 

Chronology of events 

2277 

• After the First Battle at Hoover Dam, the NCR 

initiated a new expansion program aimed at 

bringing order, civility and prosperity to the 

Mojave. Both as a propaganda front to ensure 

that more will join the NCR ranks to bolster its 

forces for when the Legion strikes back, and to 

collect taxes from these settlements to build the 

economy that will fund the NCR war efforts 

against the Legion, and any other opposition of 

power. 

• Three months later the program was set in place 

as NCR Patrols across the wasteland are told to 

take notes of any potential landmarks suitable for 

NCR expansion. 

Arc 1 started 

2278 

• January 6th: Bonnie Springs was spotted by an 

NCR Patrol with observation notes taken as to 

the current state of the location. This was then 

sent to Ranger Station Foxtrot, who filed the 

location as suitable for settlement. 

• January 23rd: After an encounter of pistol 

fighting Bonnie Springs that the NCR Patrol took 

down the Viper gang, the initial process of 

settling down began in earnest to be ready. The 

council was formed to ensure any internal 

discussions on the towns progress and issues 

Below is a list of residence, NCR 

military, town council and elected 

mayor in office [as of 2 months 

starting settlement in Bonnie 

Springs]: 

Mayor office staff 

• Mayor Philips of Bonnie 

Springs settlement 

• Vice leader Sarah 

Andrews 

• Administrative staff 

Lukas Wilson 

• Local affairs Jane 

Marshall 

• NCR Ambassador Ellis 

Joll 

Council members 

• Dallan Gibson 

• Ian Milton 

• Julie Ronshaw 

NCR 

• Veteran Ranger Carlos 

• Civilian Ranger Daniel 

• 1st Recon Sniper Alistair 

• Trooper Ashley  

• Trooper Haines   

Civilians 

• The Anderson family 

• The Julian family 

• The Dean family 

• The Erickson family 

• The Flint family 

• Greg and Mathis 

[Owners of the Skinned 

Gecko store] 

• Clint [Owner of the 

Dusty Spine bar] 

• Faris [Farmer] 

• Wells [Farmer] 

• Karen [Farmer] 

• Basil [Head of Guard] 

• Laurence [Guard] 

• Neil [Guard] 

• Tristin [Guard] 

• Orion [Prison guard] 
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were dealt with. Philips was elected as Mayor of the town to be its representative in 

local disputes and to ensure tithes to the NCR were met. This was soon followed by 

essential structures being constructed for the town. 

• February 11th: A lone Vault Dweller arrives at 188 trading post and sees a hooded 

trader at a roadside. ‘It’ offers him a deal for Harry’s scrap in trade of an odd-looking 

gun. Saying that if Harry bartered it at Bonnie Springs, he’ll receive enough caps to 

buy his essential needs. Harry accepts this weapon and leaves the trader to set off west 

to find his kin in the hills. 

• March 2nd: Mayor Philips was given a warning message by radio transmission as 

reports came in of a Super Mutant warband was spotted not too far away from Bonnie 

Springs. The severity of ignoring this could impact the future of the settlement’s 

prosperity, and Philips’s title as Mayor on the line. He informed Veteran Ranger, 

Carlos, of the situation and told him to take his team out to try and push the warband 

in the opposite direction. Fire on sight if they refuse to comply with the NCR. 

• March 4th: The NCR Patrol Squad came under fire against the Super Mutants at a 

ruined town some miles away from Bonnie Springs, peace was never an option. In the 

battle Civilian Ranger, Daniel, had personally slain the Master Super Mutant thanks to 

Veteran Ranger Carlos’s precision lessons of pistol targeting. However, Daniel was 

severely wounded as he was ambushed by Super Mutants. Trooper Ashley took a big 

score by hitting a Brute in the face, but she was beaten unconscious by the Brute in an 

unfairly close combat. Carlos came face to face with the Brute, but even he couldn’t 

kill the beast in combat. Only trooper Haines was still walking, he signalled a retreat 

as the Patrol came crawling back to the settlement. 

• March 5th: The news of their return was of shock and horror as they came back 

bloodied, wounded and equipment in tatters. Mayor Philips was initially in anger of 

the failure that the patrol didn’t push back the warband, criticizing the team at length 

about the lives at stake if the warband reaches town. But NCR ambassador Ellis Joll 

argued that the team did achieve in stopping the mutants advance by executing the 

Master Super Mutant. Though he admitted that the mutant threat was far from over. 

• March 16th: After weeks of healing up and replacement gear sent to Bonnie Springs, 

Mayor Philips, now much more approachable in conversation, had been sent a dire 

message from fleeing townsfolk from a small independent town called Flynnstown. 

The Super Mutants, led by a new Master, had raided the town due to its lack of 

military protection and open space to ambush. The plan was set as so: the Patrol squad 

will distract the new Master and his warriors away from the town, whilst Veteran 

Ranger Carlos goes into town to rescue the towns leader and anyone else still hiding.  

• As Carlos came into the ransacked town, he would find a Mr. Gutsy who was the 

town leaders’ personal bodyguard, who was scouting the area looking for a dog. He 

thought that Carlos was a Pre-war military policeman after scanning Carlos’s gear, 

though this was of mutual understanding. They fought off against a small search party 

of Super Mutants led by a Brute. The Carlos and Mr Gutsy were cutting down the 

beasts in close combat as they tried to find the dog, then Mr. Gutsy mentioned that the 

dog was the town leaders’ pet, Kell, who was trying search for his master by his scent 

trail. Carlos realized that the dog could be the key to finding the town leader, so they 

went towards the cabin. Nearby, the dog was surrounded by two mutants, the Brute 

taking great pride in beating the dog over and over again. Despite the best efforts of 

Carlos and Mr. Gutsy, Kell was beaten to death. However, the dog fought hard against 

its enemies and it alone killed the Brute with a final defiant attack that ripped the 

Mutants neck open. Spilling its blood as it fell over and died. As for the town leader, 

no traces could be found… 
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• March 26th: The loss of the Flynnstowns leader and his dog broke the survivors who 

were now living at Bonnie Springs. When Carlos came back with a sack of the 

remains of Kell, many were on their knees at the sight of their leaders slain 

companion. A bitter victory for the NCR that Mayor Philips was bitterly unimpressed 

with. He questioned whether Carlos was fit to even be a Veteran Ranger at all. His 

outburst was not for the loss of Flynnstown, it's leader or the dog, he was angry that 

his reputation was falling because his finest soldier couldn’t do his job right. So too 

did the lessons of his troubled past surge in his thoughts thinking about his dead wife, 

in a faraway settlement now but scrap and ruin. Coldly, he warned Carlos that 

anymore failures would result in him being sent back to the outpost with his rank 

stripped. The NCR Ambassador, Ellis, partly agreed with the mayor on the opinion 

that any more failure would damage the trust and support of the town’s folk of Bonnie 

Springs. However, he didn’t agree with the Philips harsh treatment to Veteran Ranger 

Carlos, saying that Carlos was only human and dealt with the situation as best he 

could. They at least recovered a hardrive from the leader’s office that could have vital 

data that the Flynnstown leader may have kept in the data storage. However, it would 

take time to access the information as technicians work on breaking into the internal 

security encryption. 

• March 27th: Kell the dog was buried at the side of the mayor’s office building, the 

funeral would be the unveiling of Kell’s memorial stone which read “Courage, honour 

and justice is what Kell reminds us all to strive for. Though he was murdered by the 

mutants in Flynnstowns darkest hour, he faced the creations of our doing as he stood 

bloodied and proud killing a mighty Brute in his final minutes of life without fear nor 

regret. Kell, the Hero of Flynnstown”. This was both to honour the people of 

Flynnstown to show that Bonnie Springs was on their side, to give them an 

honourable burial for their beloved leaders dog. But it was also a propaganda piece 

designed to inspire the towns folks’ anger at their loss to enlist into the NCR and 

make the people of Flynnstown stay at Bonnie Springs. Kell the hero was nothing but 

a political propaganda so that Bonnie Springs would grow as major NCR landmark. 

Mayor Philips was pleased when the majority of the townsfolk stayed at Bonnie 

Springs, in his view he’d rather save these people under his care or else they become 

unpatriotic squatters who didn’t fight for what’s right and true. 

• April 14th: “The Battle at Bonnie Springs Guard Post” was a decisive victory for the 

NCR as the Super Mutant Master and his warriors were all but wiped out. A daring 

frontal attack to gain the upper hand, the Master thought he and his warband could 

bash through the defences and weaken the settlements security. However, the Master 

didn’t realize just how strong the defences were. It wasn’t the scrap guard post that 

hold the wave at bay, for it was the anger, determination and focus of the NCR Patrol 

squad that saved the day. Most of the team survived the gruelling battle, although two 

tragedies struck in the aftermath. NCR Trooper Ashley was knocked down cold by a 

Super Mutant as he smashed her with a Nail Board. It was later confirmed that she 

suffered pains to the head but not life threatening. Then a second blow to the team 

was struck when it came to the tragic loss of Trooper Haines, who tried to kill the 

barely alive Master Supermutant in close quarters; he was teared apart by a huge club 

which ripped him from his torso in two. Later after the battle was over, the squad took 

his remains back in a sack. Days later a sorrowful goodbye to one of the original 

members from the squad as the Patrol Squad attended Haines’s final rest ceremony. 

At least he died in victory after a string of bad luck for months. A proper funeral was 

held for Trooper Haines as his ashes were brought back to his home town of Novac, 

where he was scattered on a desolate highway where he grew up dreaming of one day 
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repairing an old Chrysler and driving through the old Mojave roads. Mayor Philips 

gave the late Haines an honorary reward of the Red Courage medal to his family, 

saying how the trooper was the brightest and hardest working member of the Bonnie 

Springs Patrol Squad. Despite Veteran Ranger Carlos having differences with the 

mayors past actions, he and the mayor settled in agreement to improve Bonnie springs 

and those that died in its defence to never be forgotten. 

• May 2nd: Some time had passed since the Battle at Bonnie Springs Guard Post, the 

team carried on maintaining order and civility at Bonnie Springs from day to day. A 

few petty crimes here and there, some chem dealers caught in the territory were shot 

dead, a few raiders caused a stir but they too were dealt with. However, things weren’t 

as calm as they seemed, for Trooper Ashely had been dealing with chem addicts 

during her patrols at night. She developed an addiction to painkillers due to her head 

injury causing her painful migraines that have been persistent since the day she was 

knocked in the head by a Mutant. When the coast was clear of any potential 

witnesses, she paid the dealers to supply her with the ‘medication’ and let them sneak 

past NCR territory so they can go and supply their far away customers. 

• May 6th: Harry had finally reached the hill area of West Mojave, seeking to find his 

Vault Dweller friends at an old car park near a deserted town called Bonnie Springs. 

However, as he came to the location, he found five dead Vault Dweller corpses in the 

car park. He then spotted three metal giants in the distance like pre-war warriors of 

old. Spooked by the sight and knew he couldn’t beat all of them himself, he and his 

brahmin rushed away to find safety at Bonnie Springs. The giants didn’t engage as 

they stood motionless in the falling sun down. 

• May 7th: The next day a traveller by the name of Harry came to the town of Bonnie 

Springs with his brahmin and dog. He asked for some help escorting him and his load 

to safety across the Mojave to deliver his Brahmin to a secure NCR location. When 

asked why he would even need help if he came all this way alone, he said men in 

metal suits were hunting him down. 

• May 18th: When they checked Harry’s proof of trade license, his history within the 

Mojave and the outside world and checked over his Brahmin cargo they found 

nothing of importance. In fact, all they found was nothing but boxes of Abraxo 

cleaner and scrap. Harry explained to them that he was from a long bloodline of free 

thinkers who live anywhere that suited them. Stretching all the way back before the 

nuclear apocalypse, his many great ancestor, Soup Can Harry the 1st, was actually a 

Vault Tech Overseer whose vault was located in an underground city. Where 

passageways were round like big drill sized hole, and long powered down iron mole 

rail beasts sleep for eternity. Or so he says, most of it was gibberish beyond sanity. 

Mayor Philips almost charged Harry with wasting NCR time and focus when abruptly 

ambassador Ellis noticed Harry’s weapon. It was of ancient design, pre-war most 

likely. He asked if he could inspect it, which Harry just gave it to him like it didn’t 

mean much to him. Upon closer inspection the ambassador couldn’t make out 

whether the weapon was of American design or more worryingly, Enclave made 

technology. He told Mayor Philips that these men in metal suits were either the 

Brotherhood of Steel or the Enclave. To which Philips all of a sudden went pale at the 

mention of the Enclave, which stirred darker thoughts in his mind. He dropped the 

charges on Harry and immediately ordered for a patrol squad to meet him in his office 

right away. 

• May 19th: The plan was simple: take Harry and his cargo to his destined location 

with a bodyguard squad, who will travel the Mojave on safe roads. Harry will have 

the weapon on him so the hunters can see their prize is with the target, which they’ll 
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have to engage the patrol lest they lose it forever when Harry is within heavily 

guarded NCR grounds. Once and for all the NCR Patrol squad will engage the 

pursuers in combat and safely escort Harry out of harm’s way towards safety. With 

that, the team all left Bonnie Springs as they travelled down the road towards Camp 

McCarron to their safe destination. 

• May 22nd: As the squad was halfway through their journey, they were ambushed by 

a Brotherhood of Steel patrol squad. Led by Paladin Jordan, he led his squad which 

included Field Scribe Malcom and Knight Tech Tarry. Scribe Malcom hardly got a 

chance to get a shot as Civilian Ranger Daniel fired his .357 magnum revolver at him 

with expertly timed shots to the head. The scribe dropped dead on the ground with 

several bullet wounds. Knight Tech Tarry had some luck as she inflicted punishing 

wounds to Daniel, but she was eventually killed by 1st Recon Sniper Alister after a 

long-drawn-out cover and fire rounds. Veteran Ranger Carlos and Trooper Ashely 

escorted Harry and his Brahmin across the battlefield but were intercepted by the 

Paladin. He was in combat with Daniel when he saw the target, so he broke combat 

and went charging into Harry at a short distance. Harry was in a bloody mess as the 

Paladin wounded him to the point of near death. However, as fate was on Harry’s side 

when Carlos, Ashley and Daniel charged into the Paladin. Daniel did the kill shot as 

he blew Jordans head off with his revolver. Harry was unconscious and badly 

wounded, so the team patched him as best they could and carried him the rest of the 

way towards Camp McCarron. 

• June 17th: After some time to rest as Harry was recovering in the hospital unit, 

Carlos and his team were preparing to leave the base to head back towards Bonnie 

Springs. However, it was uncovered that Ashely was addicted to painkillers and 

engaged in illegally letting Chem dealers bypass NCR territory, resulting her being 

arrested for addiction abuse, conspiring to working with chem dealers and breaking 

the code of the NCR. She was sent to be trialled in court and was never seen again. 

Veteran Ranger Carlos was saddened by the loss of another original member of the 

team, but he considered her trial fair for her betrayal to the NCR. The team was given 

two new recruits to join them back to Bonnie Springs to put them at full strength. 

Harry soon recovered from his wounds and he was told to answer some questions by 

an investigator into how he found the relic weapon. It was revealed that way back in 

February, whilst traveling from Camp Searchlight and passing Novac, an odd cloaked 

trader at a roadside near 188 trading post was the first thing harry went to as he 

needed to trade some junk for food. The stranger offered him the gun in return for 

some junk, saying that he’d get a massive deal if he traded the weapon in Bonnie 

Springs, which harry agreed t. He thought he could shoot some Radroaches instead of 

punching them all the time, but the weapon was too complex for him to use. After 

which Harry made his way towards the west of the Mojave, but later on the giant tin 

men were following him from a distance, spooking the Vault Dweller to make haste 

to safety at the town. He said those giants didn’t come for him like the ones from 

weeks ago. The ones he saw were motionless and staring like hunting eagles looking 

at prey. All this information baffled the investigator as to the motives behind the 

trader and the Brotherhood of Steels ambush strike. He was going to assess the 

information that he gathered and check with the traders at the 188 trading post to see 

if they knew who this stranger was. As for the gun, it was decided that it would stay at 

Camp McCarron for further research and testing. 

• June 18th: The team left Camp McCarron and headed off back towards Bonnie 

Springs. 
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• June 21st: After days of travel the team returned to Bonnie Springs, both with the 

good news and bad news. 

• July 9th: Mayor Philips had gathered the team into his office to brief them on the 

latest progress with accessing the hardrive information bank. It was uncovered that 

there’s a location where the Flynnstowns leader, Joseph, had left the towns stockpile 

in case of an emergency. However, the catch was that the location was not the 

stockpile location, but hidden terminals in the area that can only be accessed by 

password, though Philips suggest that Joseph was smart enough to hide the true 

location by means of scattering information coded within terminals. The team was 

ordered to go to a ruined Mr Handy factory and accesses the terminals, retrieve the 

information and return to Bonnie Springs. Carlos, Daniel, Alistair, Rachel, Neil and 

Mr Gutsy set off towards the outskirts of New Vegas in the industrial area where 

supposedly the terminals were hidden. 

• July 10th: As the team set off, a Brotherhood of Steel squad followed the NCR 

patrol, staying as far as they could from sight and avoiding contact much as possible. 

They were keeping their eye on them for this squad had killed a BoS retrieval squad, 

and they were going to get this technology back to Hidden Bunker. Even if that means 

killing anyone in their way to get it back by force… 

• July 15th: The Team arrived at an old ruined Mr Handy production factory and 

started their search for the hidden terminals. Joseph kept them hidden by means of 

hiding them in obscure places where no one can find them. Even if they did, the 

terminals would appear as a blank screen as though it was broke, unless you enter the 

password correctly. The issue was that each terminal had its own password, and the 

data recovered only gave these as a list but not for which terminal. So, it was a case of 

guessing which password worked on each individual terminal. On top of that, there 

was a chance that a terminal could actually be broken. There’s a master terminal at the 

centre of the factory which can send information to all terminals, but it’s beyond 

capable of receiving access to all the fragmented information from each terminal and 

downloading it from there. The team was caught by the BoS and the battle erupted 

into a firefight. The fight would last for some time until two of the NCR patrol squad 

members gained access to two terminals and downloaded their contents. Then in 

revenge, Knight Sanders uploaded a virus into the master terminal, making data 

retrieval harder for the NCR. The BoS Eyebot was killed by Mr Gutsy, a Field Scribe 

was also killed by him as well. Civilian Ranger Daniel and Veteran Ranger Carols 

also got the opportunity to take down Knight Sanders. Paladin Earnest was killed by 

several sniper shots by 1st Recon Sharpshooter Alistair. Only Knight Tech Jericho 

survived and was able to stop the NCR from accessing the final terminal, severely 

wounding Trooper Rachel and stalling the NCR long enough for the virus to destroy 

all of the data stored in the terminals. Only three of the four necessary terminals were 

accessed and downloaded in time before the total shutdown killed any chance of 

piecing all the data together. The Knight Tech retreated away from the battle into the 

Mojave Desert in the night. 

• July 23rd: Returning to Bonnie Springs to report to Mayor Philips of the mission, he 

wasn’t as harsh as he usually was, which surprised Carlos for the first time since he 

was stationed at the town. Whilst the Mayor was disappointed that the data was 

incomplete, he did congratulate the team on a successful attempt at recovering ¾ of 

the data needed to find the stockpile site. 

• July 25th: After some considerable time piecing the incomplete pieces of data, 

computer expert Civilian Ranger Daniel was able to unlock the combined data. This 

was then stored on a holotape and sent to the mayor’s office where he, Carlos and the 
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town council gathered around to see the terminal. Text ran across a terminal screen, 

some clear legible sentences, others were corrupted from damage or missing data 

from the last fragment lost during the previous mission. Subjects like ‘Operation: Sea 

wall’, ‘Operation: Red Hammer’, Operation: Assertion’ and a few corrupted data 

flashed up as well. Operation: Sea Wall was a stockpile location for an old museum 

artifact of a WWII German anti-aircraft artillery weapon. It was accessed about six 

years ago and taken by a group called the Princes Utopia, acquired by trade for much 

needed materials and energy motors to power the lighting and water pumps in the 

town. Operation: Red Hammer was unclear, but appeared to be outside connections, 

much else is lost from this subject. Finally, there’s Operation: Assertion, a mission to 

recover a relic weapon which was stolen by one of Flynnstowns now exiled Council 

member, Julian F. Ellis. He stole the weapon from Joseph’s office about two years 

ago, and vanished into the Mojave Desert ever since. The weapons name was called 

the Witham, an artifact that once belonged to the Enclave until their downfall back 

west. All of this information made no sense… 

Arc 1 finished 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Arc 2 begins  

• August 27th: Over a month had gone by since the recovery and discovery of the near 

complete data retrieval mission. From what information was gathered from the 

gathered data, with research relating to the data thanks to the investigators work at 

Camp McCarron, some clarity can at least be made. But in his letter sent to Bonnie 

Springs Mayor Philips, the matter was more dire for the town itself… 

 

To Mayor Philips of the NCR settlement of Bonnie Springs, 

I have sent you this letter to inform you on my investigation into the matter of the mysterious 

weapon and the cryptic information relating to the data gathering mission at the Mr Handy 

factory.  

From what we know from interviews with the Flynnstown residents, Joseph, the late mayor of 

Flynnstown who vanished ever since the massacre of the town by raiding Super Mutants, had 

been running the town for over 12 years. Before that his father, the founder of the town, was 

Mayor of the Flynnstown until he passed away and position was handed down to his eldest 

son. Rather than a democratic vote by poll, the town’s mayor is assigned by hereditary 

policy. It would appear that many of the original settlers of Flynnstown were given seats of 

power in the council, contracting outsiders to work on their behalf. Those of Josephs time 

were actually not native to the settlement, but outsiders accepted to work and live in the town. 

From what we can disclose to you about our research into digging into the data, Joseph had 

access to a hidden stockpile Vault that stored a WWII German anti-aircraft weapon, as well 

as containing other antique items that were more than likely part of a museum exhibition in 

safe storage before the fallout. As far as records show there’s no ammunition for the weapon 

stored in the Vault, making it useless by today’s standards. Only the NCR, in rare capacity, 

have the ammunition type in production for its own weapons. Unfortunately, the WWII 

weapon had long since been taken out of storage as part of a trade some time ago.  
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The group who acquired the weapon go by the name of Princes Utopia, a militarised slaver 

gang with considerable numbers, equipment and power over a section of South New Vegas. It 

seems that Joseph was not entirely a good man as his people would like to have you believe 

him to be.  

We also found that Joseph may had made connections to a gang (suspected to be on the 

corrupted data on subject Operation: Red Hammer) as part of a wider alliance. Although this 

is just speculation. As for the relic weapon, the Witham, thanks to Harry’s story from my 

interview a few months ago, the data that you have uncovered along with all the sources of 

evidence, I can reveal to you the matter of the consequences of this item in question. It once 

belonged to the Enclave out west as part of a scientific experiment (what for is unknown as 

the weapon doesn’t function like conventional firearms) until its disbanding after the oil rig 

base destruction. We can confirm this when we interviewed surviving captured Enclave 

members who had knowledge on the weapon. 

A band of Enclave soldiers and scientists went into hiding in the Mojave, carrying the 

Witham with them, led by an Enclave officer, Walton Hilton. I’m afraid that you may have 

now realised my contradiction in this letter as to at least inform you first before I go further, 

but to prepare you for what I have to say. If what we have gathered is true and no further 

evidence would disprove our verdict, not only was Flynnstown an Enclave safe zone 

settlement, but its council leaders and settlers (I can’t say for certain if many of the citizens of 

Josephs era even knew about the truth of the towns origins) could very well be conspiring 

traitors. I would advise you to immediately arrest those council members (of Flynnstown 

origin) and for residents to be interrogated for signs of Enclave sympathy. I’ve sent a security 

force to aid you in this matter. I’m sorry this has happened to you, old friend. Out of all the 

things that could go wrong for Bonnie Springs, the Enclave still haunts us in its splintered 

ways.  

However, I hope you won’t see this as a repeat of what happened to you and your family on 

that day. The NCR will deal with this swift and surely to purge these monsters. Stay strong 

Philips. 

Yours faithfully, 

Frank Andrew, NCR Investigator of internal affairs 

This was a copy of a letter sent by F. Andrews, NCR investigator at Camp McCarron, 27th 

August, 2278. 

• September 3rd: Bonnie Springs faces its biggest internal investigation in its history 

as an NCR settlement. Philips, once he got the letter about the dark revelations behind 

Flynnstown, immediately ordered the patrol squad and guards loyal to the NCR to 

seize any individual who were from Flynnstown. Guards, store owners, farmers, 

families, traders and even council members were handcuffed and rounded up at the 

town. Runaways, and sympathisers to those who were hunted were branded 

immediate targets to be shot on sight. Of those interrogated 2/3 of townsfolk were 

considered suspicious, conspiring to help or openly aligned to the Enclave. These 

traitors were then taken by the arrival of the NCR security team who transported the 

traitors in caged carriers pulled by brahmin. Because the numbers were higher than 

expected, several trips were made by the security team for two or so weeks. This put 

some strain on the towns economy for some time. 
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• 5th September: Kell the Hero memorial stone was covered in a black cloth to hide 

the burial spot. Protests for the remaining townsfolk declared this as unjust and 

wrongly slanderous. They believed Kell the dog, despite its master’s origin, didn’t 

serve the Enclave. It was later discovered from NCR sources that Kell was part of an 

Enclave patrol kill squad who killed many innocent people, including the young and 

old. Sources for this information are as of yet not officially revealed nor proved 

factual. 

• 17th September: The NCR patrol squad was sent to guard a supply of ammunition to 

be transported east to the Hoover Dam. However, before the transfer could be made, a 

group of heavily armoured trespassers stormed the site to capture the ammunition 

supply. A fight ensued as these trespassers appeared in green military amour, led by a 

strange marked power armour not seen in the Mojave Wasteland. The NCR won the 

day with only two casualties, securing the ammunition in time for reinforcements to 

arrive. The enemy retreated back into the Wasteland, the origin is as mysterious as 

their goal. It later became apparent that these trespassers were in fact the Princes 

Utopia, the same group who acquired the relic weapon from the stockpile data… 

• 20th September: Tension in Bonnie Springs had lowered since the disastrous events 

over the Flynnstown uncovering. What remined of those citizens of Flynnstown who 

were deemed not guilty of conspiring, were less than civil towards the NCR. Their 

properties were damaged, shops in need of repair, unpaid taxes growing with each 

missing deadline and even loved ones taken away for being proven guilty. The NCR 

turned their backs on them by insulting them, taking loved ones away and destroying 

everything they once knew. Even their hero, Kell, became a shame. 

• September 24th: An emergency call was broadcasted to Bonnie Springs Settlement 

in the afternoon. A nearby NCR settlement down south east called Atomic Sae ow (A 

sign which would have read “Atomic Sale now on!” Was worn by years of neglect, 

resulting in it now being used as its location name like Novac) was attacked by an 

unknown group of organised invaders, who initiated an early morning raid into the 

town. Currently it’s a stand still as neither the attackers nor the stationed NCR 

soldiers will leave until the last spills blood on the desert earth. Mayor Phillips sends 

his squad out to face this new menace and protect the allies of the NCR. 

• September 24th (afternoon): As the squad arrive in time to reinforce their allies, they 

soon realise the enemy is nowhere in sight, though heavy fighting had clearly taken 

place here from the aftermath. When quizzing the local garrison squad leader, she was 

as confused as the Bonnie Springs squad. The enemy clearly had a good chance of 

pushing the NCR back and taking over the town. But it looked as though conquest 

wasn’t the goal, for later on it soon became apparent that the invaders took several 

paper work in a nearby office house. These included stock intake, caravan time tables 

and log entries of trade. Despite the NCR protecting this town, the lack of numbers 

due to shortage from troops sent to Hoover Dam as a primary target to defend. The 

individuals were identified as ghosts from the past, early American Frontier explorer’s 

who came charging in with rifles. A New enemy it seems, though tracing them was 

like hunting for ghosts in itself… 

• September 30th: Whilst patrolling the outskirts of Bonnie Springs, they discover a 

group of strangely dressed soldiers looking around the telecom power station. It soon 

became apparent that these were the same group that attacked Atomic Sae ow a 

couple of days ago. It turns out the group were trying to cut the telecom lines 

connecting Bonnie Springs to other locations. After an intense firefight that nearly 

ended in the NCR’s favour, their luck ran dry as the trespasser group successfully cut 

the wires and trashed any attempts at a quick fix. They fled soon afterwards into the 
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Mojave. Now with long range communication cut off and radio signals getting 

weaker, Bonnie Springs is in dire need of help now more than ever. But the NCR is 

too distracted by the Hoover Dam to protect it from the savage Legion, so the long 

wait begins. Mayor Phillips had not only got to deal with the internal strife within his 

borders, but he had to also deal with this new threat who have outwitted the NCR 

Patrol Squad. Where does this all lead to he wonders… 

• October 7th: After investigating the events around the data extraction, the NCR 

investigator and internal affairs meeting at Camp McCarron connected the picture of 

the situation. The Princes Utopia have been acquiring the means to destroy Ranger 

Station Foxtrot in the west, securing the ancient anti-aircraft cannon and hunting 

down its ammo by raiding NCR stockpile sites. Evidence for this came from 

eyewitness accounts of the group securing a safe route west to transport the weapon 

by packs of brahmin towing it. The sabotage of communication link from Bonnie 

Springs was to stop any interference from the NCR out west. 

They’ve also brought loyalty of outside assets of the Frontier Alliance, an old 

American styled exploration faction who seek territory to claim and expand. This was 

the same group who attacked Atomic Sae ow! stealing trading route and stockpile 

files. Drawing to the conclusion from evidence gathered that they were the group who 

cut Bonnie Springs connection to Ranger Station Foxtrot. Due to this cut in 

communication, the NCR had to send a courier and a guard squad all the way to 

Bonnie Springs to protect this vital information to be delivered. Barely only 1/3 had 

survived after an ambush attack at night by the Frontier Alliance. When Mayor 

Phillips finally received this letter (and the added annoyance that communication 

repair wouldn’t be repaired on time until a month later) he and the ambassador set 

about initiating a plan to hunt down the weapon and seize it. 

• October 8th: Carlos, Alister, Daniel, George and Jade were ordered to follow the old 

road north to patrol its length. If they see the Princes Utopia hauling the weapon, they 

must follow it to see where it will be positioned. Then do what must be done to take it 

by any means. Meanwhile, Harry and Mr Gutsy will stay at a safe distance until the 

Coast is clear, and in case anyone is wounded needing stimpacks. 

• Meanwhile, protests strike at the heart of the town as the Flynnstown survivors finally 

break into aggressive rioting. Mayor Phillips and staff are trapped inside NCR HQ 

office with no way to escape. From a distance, the ancient weapon sits in its high 

point overlooking the land pointing its cannon toward the Ranger Station… 

• As the battle begins, all sides open fire in a contested war that will determine the end 

of this saga. The NCR, the Brotherhood of Steel and the combined alliance of the 

Princes Utopia and the Frontier Alliance all clash in combat. 

• Daniel the Civilian Ranger and Mr Gutsy reached the anti-aircraft cannon first, 

charging in to stop the crew from firing the cannon. Firing his shots at one of the 

crew, a Princes Utopia soldier, he delt some damage but ultimately the soldier was 

killed by a well-placed sniper shot by 1st Recon Sniper, Alister. Mr Gutsy was barely 

alive as he was beaten badly earlier by two Frontier Alliance troopers. Daniel then 

realised that the cannon weapon had changed its line of sight, not directed as assumed 

at the Ranger Station, but Bonnie Springs! Before he could intervene the inevitable, 

he sadly lost his life after a second trooper shot him with a laser rifle. He was turned 

into a pile of fresh cinder ash pile… 

 

Alister tried to shoot the second trooper but failed to strike. Mr Gutsy charged into 

combat towards the trooper but not much else was prevented. 
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The Princes Utopia leader in T-60 power armour tried to delay both the NCR and 

Brotherhood of Steel from reaching the anti-aircraft weapon. Despite holding his 

ground as his power armour was severely damaged from several shots, he was finally 

killed by an NCR trooper called George, no less. Gurgling in blood of the deep 

wounds inflicted, the now uncovered founder of Flynnstown, Joseph, died as he fell 

backwards to the ground. But his dream of the reunification would live on as 

planned… 

 

Carlos and Alister went on the move towards the objective after taking several sniper 

shots, though their efforts were wasted… 

 

Harry the Vault Dweller of the East followed his Companions knowing his death was 

before him… 

 

The epic conclusion was here. A lone Knight, Casey, reached the objective to wipe 

her foes clean. Only she can achieve this mission after all her brothers were killed in 

action. But her efforts were wasted. In the end the Princes Utopia of those few still 

alive successfully fired the shot. A blast of heat and fire spewed from the cannon in an 

earthquake shake of the force. All those on the battlefield looked up in joy or horror at 

the missile’s direction, flying above them and over towards Bonnie Springs… 

 

Carlos dropped to his knees in despair for he knew deep down he failed. His duty. His 

town. His country. But most importantly he lost his hopes and dreams… 

 

• At 18:23pm, Bonnie Springs and all those within the heart of the town were instantly 

decimated by the missile strike. Mayor Phillips, the NCR Ambassador and everyone 

else within the boarded-up HQ were instantly turned to Ash. The Flynnstown 

protesters had become deranged as many were killed, badly burnt or just managed to 

survive by some miracle of luck. Either way, those that survived the blast fled town to 

find safety at Goodsprings, the Ranger Station up north or venture deep into the 

Mojave Wasteland. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Epilogue 

 

NCR 

 

Months of protecting and growing Bonnie Springs into a thriving NCR hub for trade, 

enlistment, territory and a source of tax income for the cause. All of it wiped clean off 

the map by one missile. Now, Bonnie Springs is but a crater of ash and ruin. The NCR 

board of council written off Bonnie Springs as a lost cause, and no attempt was made 

to re-establish a settlement there. When General Oliver Lee was questioned on the 

fate of the town he said “It was a damn shame” and “The NCR will be looking into 

this ‘Princes Utopia’ group thanks to the late Bonnie Springs Patrols gathering of 

evidence” which was held by Camp McCarron. “The perpetrators will effectively be 

classified as shoot on site status”. 

 

A memorial plaque would later be placed at the edge of the towns crater to remember 

the soldiers and civilians of the town who perished. 
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Brotherhood of Steel 

 

Paladin Reginald and nearly all of his squad were killed in a valiant effort to stop the 

Princes Utopia from firing the weapon. Only one Knight, Casey, survived the battle 

and ultimately had to destroy the mechanism of the weapon. For her failure she was 

exiled for her squad’s failure to retrieve the weapon. However, due to her success at 

dismantling the weapons use to anyone else of corrupted intent, she was assigned to 

carry out an important mission of redemption where she may return to the 

Brotherhood once more. With her armour restored and restocked for her quest, Knight 

Casey leaves her home for possibly her last in her life. 

 

Princes Utopia 

 

Success at achieving their mission to destroy Bonnie Springs, the Princes Utopia 

rejoiced at their victory for beating back the two headed bear and the dying knightly 

order. Though at a great cost of losing their leader, Joseph, son of the ex-Enclave icon 

and leader of Flynnstown. His dream came true now that his people will return to 

rebuild and rule the Mojave. 

 

Whilst the weapon was unfortunately destroyed in the battle, the remaining troops 

waited for two flying objects in the sky to come at the destined time. A red flare was 

shot up in the sky followed by two Vertibirds which came towards them minutes later. 

 

A New chapter begins for the Princes Utopia… 

 

Bonnie Springs Patrol 

 

Veteran Ranger Carlos, 1st Recon Sniper Alister and NCR Trooper George withdrew 

from the battle after their defeat. They came back to Bonnie Springs only to find 

despair, destruction and death. Anyone that survived and still committed to the NCR 

cause joined Carlos and his men back to Camp McCarron. Only 1/3 of the survivors 

followed them. 

 

When they finally reached the base Carlos informed command of the situation, and 

was later kept in isolation and interviewed for why he failed. A month went by as 

Carlos was trialled at court, which conclusively found him guilty of failing to protect 

the property of the NCR, civilians, soldiers and the town of Bonnie Springs from 

harm, costing the NCR thousands of dollars’ worth of damage and loss of income. 

 

He was sentenced for up to 8 years in jail and his rank stripped for so that the Desert 

Rangers reputation wouldn’t be tarnished (though the whole incident was hushed up 

to keep the moral going). He only served three of those years when he was released to 

be given a death sentence mission. He would later be transported out of the Mojave 

towards the edge of The Divide. As of 2281 there has been no confirmation that he 

came back alive from his mission from that hellscape … 

 

Alister only served 6 months for his part in stopping the weapon as proof by the 

wounds on the crew manning the anti-aircraft cannon. He would later be assigned out 

west to the defence of the Hoover Dam. At first, he was broken by his part in the 

failure to protect Bonnie Springs and losing two of his friends, Veteran Ranger Carlos 
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and the late Civilian Ranger Daniel. However, Alister would soon regain his stride as 

a marksman and eventually respected by those around him after proving his worth 

taking down several threats outside of the Dam. 

 

NCR trooper George had the same sentence as Alister, and would later be released to 

be assigned on duty at Freeside. He was later found dead in a quiet obscure corner on 

the edge of Freeside, after failing to report in to his superiors that his rotation duty 

was done. The cause of death was an overdose of jet, a note in his pocket described 

how he couldn’t stop the memory burn into his sight of the missile destroying his 

home town along with his family at Bonnie Springs. 

 

Harry and Mr Gutsy 

 

The aftermath of the battle left Harry and Mr Gutsy on the side lines as the rest of the 

team rushed back to the crater of their town. Both knowing there was no turning back, 

Harry fixed Mr Gutsy as best he could despite the vocal box wrecked, an eye stalk 

trashed and two of the three arms damaged beyond use. They both set off up north 

into the Mojave Wastelands unknown, searching for the Mr Handy factory to repair 

Mr Gutsy properly. Ironic then that this location was the same site which started the 

whole war against the NCR and the Princes Utopia. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

From the ashes of a dead town of blackened ruins as the whistle of the wind blows 

like a silent mourn of the dead, a lone small stone stood partially within the craters 

edge. The memorial stone of Kell the Hero of Flynnstown still stood proud like a 

defiant veteran of old, despite some damage from the missile strike. What was meant 

to mark the turning point in Bonnie Springs early setbacks and a unification of two 

towns became the symbol of its down fall. 

 

Beside the memorial stone like a shadow was a recently placed military green 

coloured T-60 power armour helmet. It was severely damaged from a recent battle 

with broken lenses, bent casted plating and bullet marked holes at the front respirator 

grill. Beside this was a an old and worn dog tag left in front of the memorial stone. It 

was engraved with the Enclave symbol and a quote inscribed on one side with “Fight 

for your country today, for your sacrifice will be part of the new reborn American, my 

son, for utopia.”. 

 

End 

 

 


